Orasi DevOps Managed Services:
Providing Long-Term, Flexible Options for
Maintaining Your DevOps Pipelines
Building a fast, predictable, continuous DevOps delivery pipeline
with quality, requires significant design and build-out capabilities

Orasi’s DevOps Managed Services Offers
Multiple Routes To Save You Money.

that can span across continuous integration, testing, delivery and
deployment functions. We know – because Orasi has delivered
some of the more complex solutions in the industry!
After your pipelines are built and the solutions move into
a maintenance lifecycle, do you still need the same level of
resources to keep the pipeline engine moving?
We see many companies keeping innovation at the center of
continually improving their DevOps solution. However, when the

Our Managed service solutions are available for firms that are at

reality of maintenance sets in, many firms ask us for alternative

a different position in their maturity and are looking for cost-

options for supporting and staffing their pipelines once they

effective ways to maintain what they have built:

have an operational solution in place.

•

Rural DevOps resources to blend into your DevOps team
and provide base core skills to get things done.

Has your DevOps journey moved past the highly innovative

•

phase into maintenance mode?

An Outsourced “ToolShield” administration and
maintenance solution to allow your DevOps experts to focus
on truly strategic work rather than tactical activities.

•

A Full Managed DevOps Service to completely outsource
the maintenance and delivery of pipelines once they are built.

DevOps Pipeline
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Flexible, U.S.-Based, Remote Rural DevOps Resources.
Orasi’s Remote Rural DevOps Resources
are perfect for clients who have very strategic
resources in place, but may not have the
bandwidth or capacity to get larger projects
completed on time. Orasi brings rural, remote
U.S.-based technical DevOps resources to mesh
with your existing team and deliver whatever is
needed. This allows a flexible group of resources
who can expand as you need capacity, and then
reduce as projects are completed.

Why Orasi?

Solve the Headache of Tool Maintenance and Admin.

This success is built solidly on
the expertise of our DevOps
authorities, who continually
enhance their DevOps
knowledge and refresh their
skillsets in the full ecosystem of
DevOps tools.

Our DevOps “ToolShield” is focused on providing a consistent, cost-effective way to
ensure that all your supporting DevOps technologies are maintained and administered. The
number of tools, both open-source and paid versions, that exists in most companies “path
to production” is much larger than expected. And someone has to keep these critical tools
patched and administered, right? Why not out-source this tactical function to a team that
does it 24x7 for multiple companies?
Orasi drives consistent, reliable DevOps tool maintenance and administration by leveraging
our trained experts whose only focus every day is to repeatably deliver similar services to
multiple clients. The result is that our team becomes highly efficient at delivery solutions,
which leads to improved quality for you and allows your team to focus on more strategic
efforts.

Ready to Focus on What You Do Great?
Our Managed DevOps Services allows your business to focus on what you do great while
depending on Orasi to do what we do great --- deliver and maintain delivery pipelines. Orasi
will provide a dedicated team of blended resources – onsite, rural and offshore – to build,
maintain and support your delivery pipeline.
The competition to secure top-flight DevOps talent is fierce since the skillset and experience
to effectively bring diverse components together into continuous flow solutions is so rare.
Orasi has the right talent on board already; rely on Orasi’s expertise to drive your DevOps
destination.
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Orasi has a long history helping
clients propel their software
initiatives. We are breaking new
ground in DevOps Delivery,
radically transforming client
outcomes with our services
and expertise—and reducing
DevOps throughput from weeks
to hours.

